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Welcome



WELCOME

TO THE RASPBERRY PI

COMMUNITY

Find out how the Raspberry Pi Foundation

supports a global community of educators

and how you can get involved



he chances are that you’ve heard about

Raspberry Pi, the low-cost, credit card-sized

computer that was developed to encourage

kids to learn how to code. We launched the world’s

first $35 computer in 2012. By the time of our fourth

birthday in February 2016, we’d sold over eight million

and helped kick-start a global movement to create the

next generation of digital makers.

What’s perhaps less well known is that the

Raspberry Pi Foundation is much more than a computer

company. We’re a UK-based educational charity with

a mission to put the power of digital making into the

hands of people all over the world. One of the ways

that we pursue this mission is by providing low-cost,

high‑powered computers, but it isn’t all we do.
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A global community of educators



At the heart of Raspberry Pi is a global community

of educators who are working inside and outside

the classroom to inspire young people to get

creative with technology. Our job is to provide

that community with the support that they need.

One of the ways we do this is by developing highquality teaching resources and projects, many

of which don’t require a Raspberry Pi computer.

They have all been designed by educators, and are

available for free.



We’re proud to be part of a movement which

aims to empower people to shape their world

More than a computer company



Because we’re a charity, we’re able to use any and all

profits that we generate from our commercial activity

to invest in educational programmes and outreach,

resources, training and support for educators, and

building a global community that shares our mission.

Through our network of Code Clubs (see page 22),

we’re making sure that opportunities to get involved

in digital making are as widely available as possible,

mobilising a huge community of volunteers and

educators in the process.

Through programmes like Astro Pi (see page 52),

we’re helping to make computing more relevant to

young people who might not have thought that digital

making was for them, but who are excited by human

space exploration. We’re doing the same with music,

nature, and the arts, taking a deliberately crosscurricular approach to engage young people with very

different interests.
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Over the past three years, we’ve also trained

hundreds of Raspberry Pi Certified Educators

through our Picademy programme of free

professional development. It has been amazing

for us to see so many of those Certified Educators

go on to support other educators to develop their

practice, whether as CAS master teachers, by

organising meet-ups, or by creating and sharing

their own resources. This is the most exciting part of

our work: seeing the community of educators grow

and support each other. We’re constantly inspired by

what they do.

We’re proud to be part of a movement which aims to

empower people to shape their world through digital

technologies. If you’re not involved already, then I

hope you’ll be inspired to take the first steps.



Philip Colligan,

CEO, Raspberry Pi Foundation
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Feature



DIGITAL



MAKING

REVOLUTION



IN EDUCATION

The digital maker movement, a mix of traditional artisan arts and crafts

combined with computer programming and electronics, has been taking

the world by storm. Its ethos of tinkering and inventing is being used

in the classroom to inspire a whole new generation of makers

aspberry Pi computers, and other similar

devices, are unlike the traditional computers

you’d find in classrooms up and down the

country. Rather than a hermetically sealed box,

designed specifically to prevent a student from

poking and prodding around with the internal

components, you are presented with a single-board

computer with all the parts exposed. This design

decision is not an accident.

We want to demystify computers, to allow children

to see that there’s nothing to be afraid of, to show

them exactly where the operating system can be

found, and to let them experiment with controlling

electronics using the Pi’s General-Purpose Input/

Output (GPIO) pins.

The design also poses questions for teachers who

wish to deploy Raspberry Pi computers in their

classrooms. Do you have them as fixed pieces of

equipment, permanently attached to power supplies,

keyboards, and mice? Do you use cases, and if so,

which one do you choose? Do you give students their

own SD card, or should they share? How do you keep

the software up to date and ensure that students can

always access their work?

These are all natural concerns, especially if you

come from a traditional teaching background, but

perhaps the first question you should be asking

yourself is ‘How do I make computing more engaging

and relevant for my students?’



R



HACKATHONS

Hackathons are events at which groups of individuals will build a

digital product from scratch, often over a single 24-hour period.

Fuelled by pizza and soda, as well as by their own enthusiasm,

students can work together to build anything from internet-connected

Christmas trees to the next great social networking app. The events

are competitive but very supportive, and always lots of fun.

Hackathons are a great way to encourage creativity, problemsolving, and teamwork within the sphere of computing and digital

making. There are plenty of student hackathons organised all over

the country, and mlh.io is a good place to start if you’re looking for

an event near you.
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DIGITAL MAKING REVOLUTION IN EDUCATION



Feature



Invent to learn



A recent Nesta report found huge positivity towards

digital making: 82% of young people say they are

interested in digital making and their parents are

overwhelmingly supportive. As regards parents, 89%

think digital making is a worthwhile activity for their

children, and 73% encourage their children to make

things with technology.

So how can you tap into this wealth of enthusiasm

in your classroom? The first step is not to worry too

much about the practicalities of using hardware such

as the Raspberry Pi, Arduino, or BBC micro:bit. Things

are going to get messy, no matter which platform you

use, but that’s part of the learning process for you and

your students. In recent years, much has been made of

the long-forgotten art of tinkering. Children have been

encouraged to not break anything, but this is essential

to discovering what works and what doesn’t. The word

‘fail’ in digital making is used as an acronym for ‘first

attempt in learning’.

By bringing physical computing devices into the

classroom, students gain from learning how to set kit

up themselves, including monitors, keyboards, and

mice. Playing with breadboards, buttons, and other

electronic components teaches students to not be

afraid of technology.



Tackling the digital divide



Computing skills can provide opportunities for

social mobility. A recent Naace report on Computing

in the National Curriculum discusses this, noting

that: “those who excel... are in high demand across

large parts of the economy”. The report advises



RASPBERRY JAMS

Raspberry Jams are community-organised events with a focus on

digital making and the Raspberry Pi computer. Jams are filled with

talks, show-and-tell sessions, and workshops, all showcasing the

wonderful, useful and often wacky projects that can be created with

a Raspberry Pi, a little skill, and a lot of creativity. If you’re interested

in attending a Jam near you, then check out raspberrypi.org/jam

for a list of upcoming events.

student interpreted the brief differently and used varying

techniques to solve the problem.”



How the Foundation supports makers



Bringing the maker movement into the classroom is one

of the charitable aims of The Raspberry Pi Foundation.

Our team of experienced educators write fun, engaging,

and flexible learning resources, all of which are linked



82% of young people say they are interested in digital

making and their parents are overwhelmingly supportive

that it’s important to ensure that all pupils have the

opportunity to study outside the classroom. Free

and/or open-source software and low-cost hardware

massively lower the barriers to participation in

computing. Raspberry Pi Certified Educator James

Robinson explains:

“We asked our GCSE class to purchase Raspberry Pi

computers to use both at home and at school and, where

appropriate, we were able to use pupil premium funds to

support students. This meant that our entire cohort had

their own general-purpose computer they could use for

classwork, but more importantly for their own projects.

“Once all the students had access to identical

hardware, we were able to set much more challenging,

open-ended, and engaging tasks. We used some

lessons to cover the basics of programming a

Minecraft world while students worked on projectbased homework. The results were fantastic: each
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to curriculum objectives. They are published under a

Creative Commons licence that gives you the flexibility

to adapt them to suit your needs. We also provide free

professional development for teachers worldwide

through our Picademy programme. You can learn more

about our training initiatives on page 58.

We’ve sent two Pis and Sense HATs to the International

Space Station as part of British ESA Astronaut Tim

Peake’s Principia mission. In 2015 we also gave away

1,000 Raspberry Pi weather stations worldwide for

students to build, program, and collect data. We also

work closely with developers and academics to build

education-tailored applications like Sonic Pi, a crossplatform programming and music-making tool.

Keen to find out more and get involved? Visit our

education webpage for access to news, events, free

resources, our educator community, maker project

articles, and much more! rpf.io/edu
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Feature



FIND

THIS

&amp; OTHER

RESOURCES:



rpf.io/learn



ADVANCING

COMPUTER

SCIENCE WITH



RASPBERRY PI

The Raspberry Pi Foundation produces free resources for learners

and educators all over the world. Content and Curriculum Manager

Marc Scott explains why and how…



ne of the core goals of the Raspberry Pi

Foundation is to advance computer science

education, and one of the key ways in which

we attempt to achieve this is in the publication of free

educational resources. Our aim is to be the first port

of call for educational materials, whether you’re a

learner who has just unboxed your first Raspberry Pi

computer, or an educator teaching computer science

to eager students of any age and level.
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SIMULATING WEIGHTLESSNESS

In this resource you can learn how to simulate the effects of

weightlessness in space using Scratch. The resource teaches some

fundamental computer science concepts such as sequencing, looping,

variables, and conditionals. It’s an ideal activity for those just starting

out with a Raspberry Pi and wanting to find out a little bit more about

learning to program in Scratch. See it at rpf.io/weightless.
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Teach, Learn and Make



Head on over to raspberrypi.org/resources and you’ll

find three categories of resources to choose from:

Teach, Learn, and Make.

Our rapidly growing set of Teach resources are

designed with educators in mind. There you can find

complete sets of lesson plans, student worksheets,

and resource files ready for you to print off, project,

or for your students to consult. Some schemes require

Raspberry Pis, such as the networking lessons. Some

are cross-platform, such as the Sonic Pi lessons

on making music. Some tackle tricky concepts in

computer science, such as the sorting algorithm

lessons. There are even some cross-curricular

schemes, such as Sensing Space.

Our Learn and Make resources are designed

to be accessed by learners, and do not necessarily

require the support of an educator. They could

also easily be used in lessons and are especially

suitable for after-school or lunchtime clubs.

If you’ve ever wanted to build a device to tell

you how many astronauts are currently in space,

predict the future with a digital Magic 8 Ball, or

learn what it’s like to float around in zero G, this

is the place to go. Our Learn resources focus on

developing new skills and knowledge through projectbased learning, while the Make resources engage

learners with fun and often hands-on software

and hardware projects.

We add new resources to the site almost every week,

so it’s worthwhile checking back every now and then

to see what new and exciting projects we’ve been

dreaming up lately.
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COMPUTER SCIENCE WITH THE PI



Feature



FLAPPY ASTRONAUT

Free as in beer and speech



A key difference between the Raspberry Pi Foundation

resources and those produced by many other

organisations is that ours are free. That’s free

in both senses of the word!

Both time and money are finite, and we recognise

that educators can spare little of either. That’s why

we’ve created these resources for you to use in any

way you wish, and why you’ll never be charged for

downloading, printing, and sharing them. In fact, we

would encourage you to do all those things.

We’re big believers in open-source software at the

Foundation, and our attitude to educational resources



This resource is for the more advanced learner. It uses the Sense HAT

hardware, along with some Python code, to produce a clone of Flappy

Bird, in which the player navigates between pipes by vigorously shaking

the Raspberry Pi to overcome gravity. It’s a tricky game to master, but a

lot of fun to play. Test it yourself at rpf.io/flappy.



Get involved



We’re a very small team here at the Raspberry Pi

Foundation, and as such we rely a huge amount on our

wonderful community of enthusiasts, tinkerers, and

educators. Not only do they use our resources, they

contribute as well, doing anything from correcting a few

typos right up to producing full schemes of work for us



Both time and money are finite, and we recognise

that educators can spare little of either

mirrors this belief. The licence under which we

publish our work is very permissive. We use a Creative

Commons Attribution and Share-Alike licence for

all our educational materials, and encourage others

to do the same. This means that if you want to make

changes to our resources, you are welcome to go

ahead and do so. If you want to alter our work so that

it’s more appropriate to your learners, better suited

to your teaching style, or just plain better than the

original, then that’s not a problem. Copy the text,

change it in whatever way you like, and then publish

it yourself. All we ask is that you attribute us as the

original authors, and that any derivative works you

produce are shared under the same licence.
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to publish on our site. You could get involved too, and

help to improve or create educational materials. For the

technically minded, just head on over to our GitHub page

at github.com/raspberrypilearning, where you can fork

our resource repositories, make any improvements you

like, and then submit a pull request for us to look over. If

the idea of using Git is a little bit daunting, though, you

can just use GitHub’s reporting feature to raise an issue

and explain what the problem is; we’ll get the message

and can make the changes for you.

If you want to have a go at making a resource

yourself, then go ahead. Share it with us and if we

like it, you could well find your work being proudly

displayed on our website.
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Feature



GETTING STARTED WITH RASPBERRY PI



GETTING

STARTED

WITH RASPBERRY PI

Creating amazing projects is easy with a Raspberry Pi, but first

you need to plug it in and set up Raspbian, the default operating

system. This guide will get you up and running in no time



T



he Raspberry Pi is a

wonderful microcomputer

that is brimming with

potential. With a Raspberry Pi you

can build robots, learn to code,

and create all kinds of weird and

wonderful projects.

Hackers and enthusiasts have

turned Raspberry Pi boards into

fully automated weather stations,

internet-connected beehives,

motorised skateboards, and

much more. The only limit is

your imagination.

But first, you need to start at

the beginning. On picking your

Raspberry Pi up for the first time,

you’re faced with a small green

board of chips and sockets and

may have no idea what to do with
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it. Before you can start building

the project of your dreams, you’ll

need to get the basics sorted:

keyboard, mouse, display, and

operating system.

Creating projects with a

Raspberry Pi is fun once you’ve

mastered the basics. So in this

guide, we’re going to take you from

newbie zero to Raspberry Pi hero.

Grab your Raspberry Pi and let’s

get going…
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Feature



These pins

are known as GPIO

(General-Purpose

Input/Output).

GPIO pins are

used to connect

to hardware and

electronics projects



The

Raspberry Pi is

powered using a

micro USB cable,

the same type

used by many

smartphones



A keyboard

and mouse are

connected via USB.

An Ethernet cable

can be plugged

directly into a

router to provide

network access



The

operating system,

‘Raspbian’, is

loaded onto a

microSD card and

plugged into the

Raspberry Pi



An HDMI

socket enables

you to connect

the Raspberry

Pi to a monitor

or a modern

television set



RASPBERRY PI 3



The Raspberry Pi 3 is the latest model, and the version recommended for most newcomers



SD card



Wireless network



1.2GHz ARM CPU



On the underside of the Raspberry

Pi 3 board is the SD card slot. You

preload the operating system onto

a microSD card and use it to boot up

the Raspberry Pi.



The Pi 3 is the first Raspberry Pi to

feature built-in wireless LAN and

Bluetooth. This enables you to connect

to a wireless router and get online

without using a WiFi dongle.



Featuring the latest 1.2GHz quad-core

ARM CPU (central processing unit),

the Raspberry Pi 3 is faster than many

smartphones, and powerful enough to

be used as a desktop computer.
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